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Our Story
WORLD WIDE WALKABOUT: THE QUEST FOR THE PERFECT FLIP-FLOP
When Gumbies founder Michel Maurer, discovered the Aboriginal rite of passage -“Walkabout” – at the age of
16 when he and his family received their emigration visa for Australia. These were very exciting times, Australia
then was a mystical land and still relatively undiscovered. He didn’t realise how much this would influence his
own highly original take on life and his future career.
Freedom and adventure were in his DNA, never wanting to be constrained by four walls and always staring out
of the window, dreaming up his next quest or things to make out of discarded bits and pieces in his Dad’s
garage. Many escape attempts were made to avoid conformance to what or anything that got in the way of
what he considered ‘real living’
But Michel was far from idle and he eventually embarked on what was to be a long and often hard journey of
committed entrepreneurialism and self-employment.
Leaving home with a few saved coins, a backpack and a head full of dreams, Michel found work on his travels,
fuelling his passion for creativity. Whilst working at an outdoor exhibition in Salt Lake City USA, he read an
article in a trade magazine profiling John Lobb the famous bootmaker, his struggle and success through innovation, hard work and determination. Something struck a chord and the idea for creating a brand and products
that would encompass the way of life he enjoyed so much.
Now was the time for Michel to channel his creativity. The brand would reflect his passion for simplicity, necessity and most importantly – freedom. At the same utilising natural materials, based on a strong ethical foundation, but with a visible point of difference. The quest for the perfect flip-flop had begun.
The ‘Islander’ flip flop also know as the 1000-miler was conceived.
Prototypes were made using old tyres but realising that car tyres were too crude and not commercially viable,
he set about exploring the use of recycled rubber instead. Bonding it with jute for strength and sandwiching an
eva midsole for comfort, topping it with canvas for a more natural touch to the skin. Finishing off with vibrant,
but contemporary colours, each one tells a story – a blank canvas to express his beliefs and unique view of the
world.
Gumbies are now enjoyed globally, celebrating the outdoors, freedom, fun and functionality.
Michel believes life is too short for complication. Keep it simple. Ride a wave, climb a mountain, wear Gumbies.

Inspired by Australia. Worn around the world.

The Upper
Each style has been created with comfort, practicality and
function in mind.
The Islander upper is made from cotton canvas which allows your feet to
breath as well as providing a “canvas” to print our designs on to.
The Corker is made from natural cork which keeps your feet cool in the
summer and is a natural sustainable material.
Both feature EVA midsoles for cushioning and cotton straps and toe
posts for style and comfort between the toes!
The Duckbills have been designed with watersports and other water
related activities in mind. The upper is made from EVA (100% water
resistant and the straps are using rPET (reycled plastic).

The Sole
Made using recycled rubber from discarded tires that would normally
be burnt, dumped in the ocean or discarded at landfill sites.
Reprocessed and mixed with recycled plastics and Jute fiber each sole
is produced using a”waffle iron” mould to create our flip-flops unique
shape and story.
Uniquely shaped to give our flip-flops their unique
cupped shape that hug your feet.

Our Materials
The materials used in our products have been carefully chosen. Wherever possible we try to use recycled or
natural materials. Many are found in nature such as Jute, Cotton and Cork.
In addition to these material we also think of ways we can help reduce our carbon footprint and reuse or
recycle materials.
One example of this is reusing the salvage canvas from the soles of the Islander Flip-Flops to use in the straps to
provide them with extra strength and structure. Or using recycled car tires in the soles of our products. We’re
even using rPET (from bottles) to make the felt used in our Outback slippers and now in the straps on the new
Duckbill flip-flops.

Rubber:

• We use recycled rubber from tires for the soles.
• The prodives a hardwearing and slip-resistant base for our products.

Jute:

• Natural Jute fiber is used to reinforce the sole as well as reducing the weight of the soles.
• It is inserted in to the mould as a sheet and the recycled rubber is injected and fused with the Jute sheet.

Cotton:

• Recycled cotton reclaimed from production and other sources is used in in the straps of the Islander Flip-Flops.

Cork:

• The cork used in the Corkers Flip-Flops is sourced from Portugal.
• Cork is a natural, sustainable material with many special properties such being antibacterial and heat regulating.

rPET:

• rPET (Recycled Plactic) from post consumer product such as bottles is used in the new Duckbill flip-flops
strap and the upper of the Outback slipper is also made from 100% rPET.

Gumbies 2021 - Islander Flip-Flop

Gumbies 2021 - Duckbills Flip-Flop

Gumbies 2021 - Corkers Flip-Flop

Gumbies 2021 - Slingback Sandal

Gumbies 2021 - Cairns Flip-Flop

Islander
Flip-Flop
2021

Style Name: Islander - Black Signature

SKU: G/IS/BLPAT

Style Name: Islander - Multi G

SKU: G/IS/MG

Style Name: Islander - Flamingo

SKU: G/IS/FLA

Style Name: Islander - Cool Grey

SKU: G/IS/COO

Style Name: Islander - Pacific Red

SKU: G/IS/PAC

Style Name: Islander - Navy Coast

SKU: G/IS/NCOS

Style Name: Islander - Eroded Retro SKU: G/IS/ERET

Style Name: Islander - Purple Hibiscus

SKU: G/IS/PUHIB

Style Name: Islander - Rope

SKU: G/IS/NROP

Style Name: Islander - Grey Turtle

SKU: G/IS/GTUR

Style Name: Islander - Pink Hibiscus

SKU: G/IS/PHIB

Style Name: Islander - Gecko

SKU: G/IS/GHE

Corker
Flip-Flop
2021

Style Name: Corker - Khaki

SKU: G/CO/G

Style Name: Corker - Black

SKU: G/CO/BL

Duckbill
Flip-Flop
2021

Style Name: Duckbill - Black

SKU: G/DB/BL

Style Name: Duckbill - Navy

SKU: G/DB/DB

Style Name: Duckbill - Purple

SKU: G/DB/PU

Slingback
Sandal
2021

Style Name: Slingback - Black

SKU: G/SB/BL

Style Name: Slingback - Navy

SKU: G/SB/DB

Style Name: Slingback - Mint/Pink SKU: G/SB/LB

Style Name: Slingback - Pink

SKU: G/SB/P

Style Name: Slingback - Purple

SKU: G/SB/PU

Style Name: Slingback - Turquoise SKU: G/SB/T

Cairns
Flip-Flop
2021

Style Name: Cairns - Light Blue

SKU: G/CA/LB

Style Name: Cairns - Lime

SKU: G/CA/LI

Style Name: Cairns - Orange

SKU: G/CA/O

Style Name: Cairns - Pink

SKU: G/CA/P

Style Name: Cairns - Red

SKU: G/CA/R

Style Name: Cairns - Yellow

SKU: G/CA/Y

Gumbies Shop Floor Display Stand
Holds approx. 120 Pairs
Dimentions: 180x60x60cm
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